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1. The problem
In the A270270 sequence we conjecture that:

lim
n→∞

a (n)
a (n�1)

=√10

So,  since  this  sequence  counts  the  number  of  n-digit 
numbers in A270048, we need to focalize this sequence. 
In the A270048 sequence the firsts 15 terms are:

+----+-----+
|  n | a(n)|
+----+-----+
|  0 |   0 |
|  1 |   1 |
|  2 |   3 |
|  3 |   6 |
|  4 |  10 |
|  5 |  20 |
|  6 |  32 |
|  7 |  46 |
|  8 |  62 |
|  9 |  80 |
| 10 | 100 |
| 11 | 133 |
| 12 | 169 |
| 13 | 208 |
| 14 | 250 |
| 15 | 295 |
| .. | ... |

The terms with 1 digit are 4. Terms with 2 digits are 6. 
How much are the 3 digits terms? And the 4 digits terms?
The A270048 construction rule says that  a(n+1) is a(n) +  
n×(the number of digits of a(n)).

For example:  
a(3) = 3 + 3×1 = 6;
a(4) = 6 + 4×1 = 10;
a(5) = 10 + 5×2 = 20.
 
But,  to  count  the k-digits  terms we need to know after 
how many of them they change from k to k+1 digits.

For finding the first terms, a “brute force” routine is very 
useful.

a, b, d = 0, 0, 0
for g in range(1,12):
    h = 10**g
    while a < h:
        b = b + 1
        a = a + b*len(str(a))
        d = d + 1
    print d
    d = 0

Obviously, you cannot go so far with this: to count up to 
100-digits numbers, also calculating 100 in a second, on 
this Earth we don’t have enough time.

2. Solving the problem
On closer inspection we do not need to calculate all the 
terms.
We only want to count them.
So, we can initially know n for the value "threshold" of 
a(n), in which the digits pass from k to k + 1.
For  example,  the  first  n value  (corresponding  to  the 
threshold 10) is 4, the second (corresponding to 100) is 
10, etc...
In  addition,  we  must  know  the  difference  between  a 
threshold value and the previous.

So, from a(4)=10 and a(10)=100 the difference is 100 − 10 
= 90.
Finally, if we know how the a(n) terms increases, we can 
calculate how many numbers there are from one threshold 
to the next. 
For example, from a(4)=10 and a(10)=100 we have 10, 20, 
32, 46, 62 e 80.
The increases are 2×5, 2×6, 2×7, 2×8, 2×9, 2×10. In fact, 
adding them together, you get 90.
To  calculate  this  we  can  also  use  the  arithmetic  mean 
formula: [(2×5) + (2×10)] × 6/2 = 90
But, what are these values?
• 2 is k, that is, the number of digits in the examination;
• 5 is n + 1, in this case n = 4;
• 6 is W, where W represents the searched value for the 

next threshold after a(4) = 10. In fact W = 6 because 
the next threshold is a(4+6) = 100;

• 10 is n + W. 

Generalizing: 
diff = [(k×(n+1))+(k×(n+W))]×W/2

where W is our goal.
So, let’s put limit = 10 k.
The first W with (a(n) + diff) ≥ limit is the right value.
In our example, 10 + 90 ≥ 100 is true, so W is 6.

But how to get W for all subsequent values of k?
For example, with k = 3?
In this range the increases are 3×11, 3×12, 13×3, and so 
on.
Note  that  with  k  =  3,  the  threshold  is  100,  which 
corresponds to n = 10 [NB: the fact that k = 2 for n = 10 
and k = 3 for n = 100 is purely coincidental].

The new limit is 103 = 1000.
The  first  W  in  which  {100  +  [(3×(10+1))
+(3×(10+W))]×W/2} ≥ 1000 is the right value.
With W=16 we have 988, with W = 17 we have 1069, so 
17 is the right value.

When we get a new W, we have to memorize it, as well as 
the corresponding a(n) term.
Adding the  W values  we  obtain  ‘n’ for  calculating the 
next W.
Counting the values of W found you get also the new ‘k’.
That is why I called the main loop “climbing loop”.

3. How to quickly find W
To find more quickly W we first use an  hypothese and 
then use an approximation algorithm.

The  hypothesis  are  lied  to  our  conjecture,  that  is,  the 
conjecture that each W (n)/W (n− 1)=√(10)∼3.16.

Tripling  Wn we  approach  rapidly  the  next  W(n+1).
Then you have to check with the formula and consider 
whether with the new W and W−1 we are at the turn of 
the 10k limit.
If  both  values  are  larger  or  smaller  than  10k,  W  is 
"touched up" digit by digit.
For  example,  the hypothetic  value  of  W with  k  = 4  is 
17×3 = 51.
A "reduction factor" is used to increase or decrease W if it 
does not go well.
Let's put:
lw = the number of digits in the W hypothesized, 
rid = 10(lw − 1) is the reduction factor.

In this case, since it is assumed that W= 51, lw = 2 and rid 
= 1. Limit is now 10000.

If the hypothesized W satisfies the relation [a(n)  + diff]  ≥ 



limit then you will have to prove that with W−1 is false, 
that is [a(n) + diff] < limit.

With W = 51 and W = 50 we obtain higher values.

The reduction factor subtracts 1 starting from the second 
digit of W.
Therefore, depending on the results of W and W−1, the 
rid factor is added or subtracted to W and a new diff with 
the new W is calculated.

As long as the two results of W and W−1 are either both 
higher or both lower than the limit, the reduction factor 
acts on the same digit of W.
When both values go from a being greater than the limit 
to be a minor, or viceversa,  then the reduction factor is 
divided by 10, and so working to the next digit,  and is 
added if both are lower or subtracted if are higher.

Gradually, all the W digits are manipulated, until reaching 
the W and W−1 sought. 

It 's amazing to see how quickly the W values converge to 

the sought threshold. 

4. The full program
Now we can quickly see our Python routine to calculate 

the sequence terms.

The first block is the starting lists values:

# init values 

seq = [4] # the output list 

somme = [4] # the n-value list after the 

adding of the last seq term 

last = [10] # last a(n) term, or the first k-

digit number (10 with k=2) 

The  seq list will store all the  a(n) terms. The  somme list 

will store the n values after each a(n) terms, for using as n 

in our formula. Besides, counting the somme list terms we 

obtain the  k value. In the last list  we store the real  a(n) 

threshold terms, like 10, 100, 1069,...

Next block are the lines with the starting values for the 

climbing loop.

# CLIMBING loop, put a bigger value if you want 

for n in range (1, 30): 

  k = (len(somme)+1)  # the digits number 

  limit = 10**k     # the newest value to 

achieve 

  base = (somme[-1]+1)*k # this is the (n+1)*k 

value 

  hypo = seq[-1]*3  # to obtain rapidly the 

limite value 

  rid = 10**(len(str(hypo))-1) # the reduction 

factor

In the next block there are the adjustment loop lines.

  # Adjustment LOOP # 

  s, p, m = 0, 0, 0 

  while s < 1: 

    diff_1 = (base + (base + (k*(hypo-1)))) * 

float(hypo)/2 

    tot = last[-1] + diff_1 

    if tot < limit: 

      p = 1 

      if m == 1 and rid > 1: 

        m = 0; rid = rid/10 

      hypo = hypo + rid 

    

First, we calculate the first W (called diff_1).

Then we add it the latest a(n) term

tot = last[-1] + diff_1 

If tot is minor that limit we need to add the rid factor.

To memorize this operation we use the p  variable.

If tot is major than limit, we can calculate diff with W−1 

(called diff_2).

else: 

    diff_2 = (base + (base + (k*(hypo-2)))) * 

float(hypo-1)/2 

    tot = last[-1] + diff_2 

      if tot > limit: 

        m = 1 

        if p == 1 and rid > 1: 

          p = 0; rid = rid/10 

        hypo = hypo - rid 

In this case if tot > limit means that W−1 is so great and 

we need to subtract the rid factor.

To memorize this operation we use the p variable.

The two variables  p and  m stores the latest operation on 

hypo variable: if the same adding or subtracting operation 

on the new hypo is just happened in the latest cycle, the 

routine  add or  subtract  the  same  rid  factor.  If  the  new 

operation  is  not  the  latest,  the  parameter  m  or  p  is 

switched off, and the rid factor is reduced:

m = 0; rid = rid/10

or
p = 0; rid = rid/10 

And only after rid is applied on hypo.

If both the W and W−1 values passes the limit test the 

escape variable s is switched on, and the routine pass 

away to the ending block.

      else: 

        s = 1   # escape value 

In which the list value are updated, ready for a new cycle.

  # lists updating

  seq.append(hypo)

  somme.append(somme[-1]+ hypo) 

  last.append(last[-1]+ diff_1) 

To print the values (even the conjecture parameters) we 

can uncomment the following line:

  print seq[-1], float(seq[-1])/seq[-2] 

Where seq[−1] and seq[−2] are the two latest a(n) values.

Enjoy! 


